
THE HEAT PROTECTOR



What is the problem you are solving.

I am solving the problem of cooking when 
you open the oven  a gust of hot air comes 
and burns you.  

Define 



Identify 

Constraints on your solution (e.g. time, money, materials) and criteria for your success.

1. My budget was $20.00 at the dollar store. I successfully stayed in my Budget and spent 
$13.58

2. I bought all my materials at the dollar store. Cardboard, foil, felt, hair ties and a ruler.
3. I had to go to home depot for some other materials to improve my invention.
4. I had to spend $24.92 on plexiglass and a handle.
5. I had to go get something to cut the plexiglass and my mom cut the plexiglass.

                          

  



Brainstorm



● Cardboard
● Black felt
● Tin foil
● Scissors
● Hot glue
● Exacto knife 
● Hair ties
● Ruler
● Plexi glass and 

cutter
● Medal handle

                 

Materials



Steps of Design

https://docs.google.com/file/d/1IkcnpyJLHF3DxqsKoxrZ4S82jxr5SNNv/preview


Prototype



Test
What are the limitations and implications of your 

invention. Evaluate your prototype.

I tested my prototype and set the oven to 
400 degrees fahrenheit. It worked well and 
didn’t let the heat burn most of my body. I 
felt heat on the arm that opened the oven. 
The heat on my arm wasn’t that hot.  This 
was the only thing that didn’t work well. 

https://docs.google.com/file/d/1R6x8ledo4QfaMZwx6LghXKm6TqH-npNc/preview
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Iterate/Improve 
How can you or did you improve your prototype? This step is important, writing it is perfect 

is NOT an option. 
I improved my prototype by making my handle a medal handle instead of using some hair 
ties. I also improved it by adding plexiglass for people with glasses because it fogs up with 
the heat of the oven and it wasn’t originally in my plans. I also added plexiglass so that 
you wouldn’t burn your face when you were looking to see what you were doing. I am 
pretty happy with invention. 



Communicate
I could of made my handle bigger. What 
did work was the front of the shield. It worked
very well. I had no trouble at all and I had a lot 
of fun building it with my Mom and Dad.


